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The potentzal of a aery sintple and inerpensiue ntethod of
heat augmentation, that cottld be used by small ntanufaclur-
xng companres zs in'uesligat,ed. It consists of an alumintttnt
heat erchanger compmsing a round tube inside a tutisted
square tube. Th e &?,m xs to increase the heat transf er be-

tween the flou, in the inner tube and the flow in the annulus
by increasing the heat transfer coefficient in t,he annulus.
Thrs inuestig ation was conducted with m,easurements on,

fio, different heat erchanger configurations: the first, with-
out any tw'tst and the rest, nith the square tube twisted at

angles of 45o , 6f . 9(f ,, an,d 105o per ntetre, respectiuely.

The I'{ussel,t number and friction factor in the annulus of
each, case study utere m,eas?.tred as fu,nctions of the Reynolds
num,ber. uhile the Pran,dtl n,u,mbers uere kept constanl,; an,d

fo, each heat erch,anger c.onfi,g'u,ration aTt, equation was de-

duced that describe.s this functional relationship. Th,e rela-
tionships are shown 'in graph'ical format. It 'uas found 'in

g eneral that the h e at, tran,sf er und pressure drop increas e

with twist, angle and Reynolds n?tn7ber. Furthermore that,

fo, a twtst angle of 6f and a R,eynolds number lo?reT'th"an,

4 000, the h,eat, trensfer rate per unit pum,pin,g poruer i,s lhr
hzghest'u,hik for h'tghtr R(ynctlds n,'rlTnbers a lu,ist anglc of
9(P gxne,s tfu htgh,e:sl heat, lran,sfer per ?Llt'tt puntpitt,g Trou't( r.

Nonrenclature

At, inside area of inner tube [-']
Ao outside area of iuner tube [to']
Ct, specific heat of lva,tet'at coustaut

pressure [J/kg.X]
Ct,Cz coustatrts used in Equations 4 ancl l-l

D hydraulic diameter of the annulus
before twisting [t ]

Darcy-Weisbach friction factor
(2D Lp I p.V2.L )

convection coefficient in inner tube [W/rn2.K]
convect,ion coefficient, in annulus [W/m2.K]
thermal concltrct ivity of inner tube [W/nr.K]
thermal conductivity of water in annulus at

annulus bulk tenrperat,ure [W/m.K]

L length of inner and outer tubes [*]
m ma,ss flow of water in annulus [kg/r]
Tn1 Nusselt number in annulus (hoD/kr)
Pr Prandtl number in annulus at bulk

temperature (Cp plkr)
Lp pressure drop of water in annulus [Pa]
A heat transfer to annulur [W]
?'; inside radius of inner tube [-]
ro outside radius of inner tube [-]
t inside width of square tube [-]
Re Reynolds number for annulus (pVD I p)
T,i atrnulus inlet, temperature [t C]
To annulus outlet temperatur.f C]
AT logarithmic ntean temperature

difference ['C]
Lio

V
IUp
p

lt

overall heat transfer coefficient based
on Ao for annulus [W/m2.X]

velocity of water in annulus [m/s]
pump power tW]
density of water in annulus at
btrlk t,enrperature [kg/-t]
viscosity of wat,er in annulus at
bulli ternperature [Nr/-2]

Introduction

The process of improving the performance of a heat trans-
fer system is referred to as heat transfer augmentation,
euha.ncernent, or intensificat ion. Techniquesl applied to
impl'ove the efficiency of heat exchangers or to a,ugment
heat tra,nsfer can be cla,ssified as passive met,hods which
t'ecluire rto clirect application of external power, or as act,ive

schenres which require external power. Examples of pas-
sive techniques include rough surfaces, extended surfaces.
displaced promoters and vortex devices. Examples of ac-
tive techniques include mechanical aids, surface vibration.
fluicl vibration and electrostatic fields. The effectiveness
of a given augrnentation technique depends largely on the
nrocle of hea,t, transfer. which nray range from single-phase
fi'ee collvect,ion to dispersed-flow fihn boiling, or on t,he

type of heat, exchanger to which it is applied.
Several examples of passive tube-in-tube heat ex-

changers with augmentation techniques are described in
technical literature .L- 7 Rough surfaces of the spiral-
repeated rib variety are widely used to improve in-tube
heat transfer with water, as in flooded chillers. The rough-
ness rlray l.re produced by spirally indenting the outer wa,ll,
fomring the inner wall, or inserting coils. Internal fins in
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tubes, longitudinal or spiral, can be produced by extrusiotr
or formirg, with a substantial increase in the surface area.

Twisted tape can be inserted as original equipment or as a

retrofit device and is one of the most i-portant members
of passive heat transfer augmentation.8

Although all these techniques of heat transfer en-

hancement exist. they are ustrally not economically viable
for small companies manufacturing original equiptnent (i.e.

chillers, heat pumps, air-conditioners, etc. ). The reason is
that the manufacturing processes are too complicated aud

expensive because of the low production outputs. The only
exception is twisted tape which is one of the simplest of
the various augmentation devices and can be fabricated in
any moderately equipped workshop.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the potett-

tial of one of many very sirnple and inexpeusive uret,hocls

of heat augmentation that, could be used by srnall maltu-
facturing companies. The heat exchanger is similar to a

tube-in-tube heat exchanger with the inside tube round as

usual but with the outside tube square and twisted. The
aim is therefore to increase the heat transfer in the antrulus
by swirl flow. The intensity of the swirl is influenced b"n-

the twist of the outside square tube. The geometry consid-
ered in this study of which clifferent twists a,re exatniuecl
is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Schematic representation of the round tube inside

a twisted square tube heat exchanger (twisting not to scale)

ln this paper the heat transfer characteristics and
pressure drop are determined for the said method of hea,t,

transfer enhancement in the annulus. The heat exchange
considered will be limited to single-phase (water-to-water)
experiments and only parallel flow will be considered. The
outline of this paper is as follows: in the following sect,ion
the experimental set-up is described; followed by a de-

scription of the method used to determine the convection
coefficient and pressure drop in the annulus; whereafter
the results of the different experimental case studies are
given. These ca"se studies are discussed, and the paper is

thereafter concluded.

E*perimental set-up

The heat exchangers consist of extruded, round tubes, in-
side extruded, twisted square tubes. Both tubes are made
of aluminium and the thermal conductivity of the alu-
rniniurn is taken as 204 W/-.K.e The inside and outside
dianreters of the round t,ube are 9.5 mm and 12.6 mm,
respect,ively'. The outer dimensions of the square tubing
before twisting are 19 mm by 19 mm and the wall thick-
ness is 1.6 mm. All heat exchanger lengths are 3 m, in-
sulated on the outside from the atmosphere with 50 mm
of fibreglass-wool. The assumption is therefore made that
the insulation ensures a,n adiabatic heat exchanger.

The ext,ernal square tube was twisted by hand with
a shifting spanner while the tube was clamped in a vice.
Twisting was at small angles at regular intervals of 50
mnr along the axis of the tube. Four wires of I rnm in
diameter each, which were not removed afterwards, were
placed longitudinally in the annulus to keep the inside tube
in position. Care was taken to ensure that the twisting of
the tube was uniform. Five heat exchanger configurations
were constructed. The first without any twist and the
ot,her four at twist angles of 450 , 60o , 900 , and 1050 per
met,re, respectively. The angle of 1050 was the maxirnum
tltat could be achieved before the square tube started to
crack and t he square structure collapsed.

For each heat exchanger configuration considered four
K-type thermocouples were fixed firmly onto the inlet and
outlet surfa,ces of the two tubes by insulation tape. The
thernrocouples were corlnected to a Fluke microprocessor-
baseci digit al thernronret,er with an a,ccuracy of *0. 1o C.
The thermocouples' readings were used for measuring the
inlet and outlet, water ternperatures in the inside tube and
in the anntrlus. The hot, water flowed t,hrough the inside
tube and cold wat,er through the annulus.

Hot water was heated with a heat pump and stored in
a 200 litre insulated storage tank at a temperature of a,p-

proxinrately 50o to 55oC. The hot water was connected to
the inside tube of the heat exchanger and circulated with
a purnp from the bottom of the tank through the heat ex-
changer and back to the top of the storage tank. The flow
rat,e of the hot water was measured by disconnecting the
retunr pipe at the top of the hot water tank and measuring
the tinre to fill a 5litre calibrated bucket, without chang-
ing the height of t,he outlet during experiments. During
this tirne the change in the water level and the inlet pres-
sure at, the pump was negligible. This measurement was
conducted regularly to ensure that the flow rate of the hot
water through the annulus remained constant.

Tap water at an average inlet temperature of 13o to
15oC flowed through the annulus of the heat exchanger to
clrain. The flow rate could be adjusted with a globe valve.
The flow rate of the water was determined by taking t,he

tirne it took to fill a calibrated lO-litre container, without
changing the height of the outlet during experiments. The
pressure drop through the annulus was measured with a

mercury U-tube manometer connected to the inlet and
outlet of the external tube.
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Convection coefficient in the annulus

For each heat exchanger configuration the ma^ss flow of
the hot water through the inner tube was kept constant.
Different mass flows were, however, used for different con-

figurations. The flow varied between 200 and 500 kg/h.
The ma^ss flow of the cold water through the annulus var-
ied between 30 and 200 kg/h. At the lower ma,ss flow the
Reynolds number was laminar although most of the exper-
iments were conducted in the turbulent flow region which
in practice is usually of more i-portance. For each ex-

periment the inlet and outlet temperatures of the water in
the inner tube and annulus were measured as well as t,he

mass flow of the water through the annulus. To ellsure
steady state conditions enough time was allowed to pass

before measurements were taken. With every experiment
the heat trausfer to the annulus was calculated by

than 4%,. The approximation is therefore made in this
study that the film temperature in the Petukhov equation
is equal to the bulk temperature.

Although the Dittus Boelter equatione would have
been easier to use, the maximum standard deviation be-
tween experimental data and predicted values is of the
order of 2\ToLo to  \To.LL The accuracy of the Petukhov
equation is I0To10 but the inside wall temperature must be

known for the calculation of the film properties. Therefore,
the need for the above approximation arises from the diffi-
culty of measuring the inside wall temperature. To ensure
that this approach gives correct convection coefficients in
the annulus, five sets of ten measurements were done at,

arbitrary Reynolds numbers on a tube-in-tube heat ex-
changer (the twisted square tube was therefore replaced
by u round tube) and compared to theoretically predicted
heat transfer coefficients. The measured and predicted val-
ues according to the method of Petukhove as used in this
study are given in Figure 2. The data correspond well since
the average absolute error between the measurements and
predictions was 6.5%; therefore, the apparatus instrumen-
tation and calculation of parameters were ratified.

Results

Il:J,:';'ll.::r3;ln'l,1,ll:T:T,:T':rf:,'*'-:rJiliJl;
a commercially available curve-fit programme to generate
equa,tions as a, function of the Reynolds number similar to
the Ditt,us Boelter format:

.A/'u - CrRe*l Pr' with n - 0.4

a - mCp (Tr - T") (1)

and compared for energy conservation to the heat transfer
from the inner tube, which was calculated in a sirnilar
manner as Equation 1. When the heat transfer to the
annulus and from the inner tube were compared, all errors
at,tributed to measuring inaccuracies were less than 7yc'.

With the heat transfer known the following procedure
was used to determine the convection coefficient in the an-

nulus. With the inlet and otttlet, temperatures knowu, the
logarithmic rnean temperature differelrce was calculated
and then the overall heat transfer coefficient based on the
outside area, of the inner tube. by

a - uo.4oLT (2)

where the overall heat trausfer coefficient was

LIo

(3)
With the overall heat transfer coefficient knorvtr in

Equation 3. the only two unknowlls wel'e the two heat
transfer coefficients. If the coefficient in the inner tuhe
could be calculated the heat transfer coefficient in the a,n-

nulus could thus be determined.
The inside convection coefficient was calculated from

the expression of Petukhov,e evaluated at the film tem-
perature. The average bulk temperature of the hot and

cold water in the inner tube and annulus were of the orcler

of 40o C and 28o (1, respectivel,v-. The average wall teut-
perature should therefore have been approxitnat,ely 34o (-:.

Therefore, the ternperature difference between the inside
wall tempera.ture of the inner tube and the wa,ter bulk tem-
perature in the inner tube, was in the region of 6oC. For
this temperature difference the maximum changes in wa-
ter viscosities, thermal conductivities, densities and spe-
cific heats are 12.6%, 0.3%, and 0.I%, respectively. Fronr
these values it can be showtr fronr a sensitivity ana,l.vsis

that, should the film ternperature be assulrred to be equal
to the bulk temperature, the maximum influence it will
have on the calculation of the convection coefficient is less

and
Lp - Cz1ilrr a83

Both the Reynolds nurnbers in Equations 4 and 5 are
basecl on the hydraulic. diameter of the untwisted configu-
rat,ion a,nd c.a,n be calculated as

(4)

(5)

(6)D - (t' - Trro') l(, + 0.5rro)

Table 1 Constants used in Equations 3 and 4

Twist [d.S l^]
0

45

60

90

105

Ct Trtl

0.02772 0.7549
0 .12403 0.6048
0. 13 r54 0.6106
0.02389 0 .8277

0.03034 0.8060

Cz
4.7418 - 02

4.978E - 02

5.2r5E - 02

5.689E - 02

6.163E - 02

The reason Equation 4 was not deduced in the same
format as the Petukhov formula is that the format is eas-

ier to work with. The constants for Equations 4 and 5

are given in Table 1. It was found in all cases that the
maxirnum standard deviations between the Nusselt num-
ber ecluations and measurements are less than IITo and
less tlran 7To for the pressure drop values. The results of
the equations are presented in Figures 3 and 4 at a Prandtl
rrumber of 7 .3.
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In Figures 3 and 4it can be seen that the Nusselt num-
ber and pressure drop increase with twist angle as could
be expected. The only exception is for the Nusselt number
at a Reynolds number lower than 2 800 where a twist angle
of 60o generates higher heat transfer coefficients than at
90o. This phenomenon could possibly be attributed to the
transition from laminar to turbulent flow which appears
to happen faster at a twist angle of 60o than at 900. Note
also that the gradients for the Nusselt number as a func-
tion of the Reynolds number for twist angles of 90o and

1050 are steeper than for the other twist angles, especially
at high Reynolds numbers.

In comparing the performance of the heat exchangers
with different twist angles to the heat exchanger with no
twist, it is necessary to take into account both the hea,t,

transfer increase and the corresponding pressure drop in-
crea"se. Figure 5 shows the performance data of the four
twisted heat exchangers as well as the no-twist heat ex-
changer in the form of the ratio of the pumping power
to the rate of heat transfer as an evaluation index.l2 The
rate of heat transfer was evaluated from the temperature
rise through the annulus and the pumping power from the
product of the volumetric flow rate through the annulus
and the pressure drop across the test section.

The results show that all twist angles increase the heat
transfer rate per unit pumping power although it decreases
with Reynolds number. If the Reynolds number is lower
than 4 000 the heat transfer rate per unit pumping power
is the highest for a twist angle of 60o while for higher
Reynolds numbers a twist angle of 900 gives the highest
values.

Conclusions

In this study the influence of twist angle of a heat ex-
changer consisting of a round tube inside a twisted square
tube was investigated. Five geometries were investigated,
one without any twist and the rest with twist angles of
45o,60o,90o, and 105o, respectively. It was found in gen-

eral that the heat transfer and pressure drop increase with
twist angle and Reynolds number. The heat transfer rate
per unit pumping power was used as an evaluation index.
It was concluded that all twist angles increased the heat
transfer rate per unit pumping power although it decreased
as the Reynolds number increased. It was also found that
at Reynolds numbers lower than 4 000 the heat transfer
rate per unit pumping power wa^s the highest for a twist
angle of 60o while for higher Reynolds numbers a twist
angle of 90o gave the highest values.
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